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not suggest anything about the concept of the entity describes. For
example, the item Ada Lovelace is identified with the ID Q7259, the
property capital with the ID P36.
Labels are used to describe the content of an entity, identified
with such an opaque URI. For example the property P31 has the label
“instance of” in English and “nature de l’élément” in French. Labels
are not only the access point for humans to the data [2], but usually
also the way third party application will reuse the data. For example, Question Answering systems [1, 3] or ontology modeling [6]
depend on natural language description of entities. Quantifying
the stability of labels of the schema gives us an impression of how
realistic the reusability of Wikidata’s data is on a long perspective
time-wise.
Wikidata is inherently multilingual. This means, editors add labels in over 400 languages. However, the coverage of labels differs
dramatically between the different languages [4]. This can be attributed to the different sizes of communities. Nevertheless, in all
languages stability of properties is an important factor. Therefore,
we include five languages our analyzes: English (en), French (fr),
German (de), Dutch (nl), Arabic (ar), and Yoruba (yo). As seen in
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INTRODUCTION

Wikidata [10], originally created as a central storage for information
of Wikipedia, developed into a widely used open knowledge base.
It has become a source of linked data at large. Not only in but also
outside the Wikimedia universe, its linked data is used. All data in
Wikidata is assembled by the contributions of a community of users,
evolving without a centralized process as in e.g. governmental open
data [8] or extraction from a third party (e.g. YAGO [9]). All of the
data in Wikidata is contributed by volunteers, including its schema.
We define Wikidata’s schema as the properties, the structure-giving
part of the triples. Wikidata’s triples contain usually two items
and a property connecting them e.g. <Ada Lovelace> <occupation>
<computer scientist>, where <occupation> is the property. One of
the main factors for the reliability of a knowledge base (KB) is its
schema. If the schema is stable, the data is easily reusable for third
parties and the KB becomes attractive for reuse and further editing.
Wikidata’s schema is not constrained by e.g. the software, but can
be adjusted as of the community’s needs. In this paper, we want to
investigate if the collaborative modelling of a schema is sustainable.
We therefore quantify the way properties are changed. This gives us
an insight not only if it works now, but also whether it is reasonable
to assume that the schema is still usable in the same way in 5 years
from now.
We focus on labels in our investigation. URIs in Wikidata are
opaque as their function differs from the one for labels [5]. That
means, each entity is addressed by a unique identifier, that does
∗ Both

en
fr
de
nl
ar
yo

WD labels

WP pages

Speakers

14,867,057
8,104,878
6,842,263
8,710,608
829,672
39,389

5,559,376
1,951,294
2,147,568
1,922,135
556,464
31,608

365
75
92
21
280
28

Table 1: Language Statistics for Wikidata labels (WD),
Wikipedia articles (WP), and native speakers as of 2007 in
million

Table 1, those languages are of varying sizes in terms of covered language information and native speaker. Given the close connection
between Wikipedia and Wikidata and their editors [7], we include
sizes of Wikipedias to gain an understanding of the community
sizes.
We conclude that beside possible concerns given the collaborative editing of a KB, its schema can be stable and reliable. We base
our conclusion on our example of Wikidata. Over all six investigated
languages of varying coverage, this assumption is supported.
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METHODS

Wikidata is collaboratively edited. Each edit in Wikidata is recorded
in the editing history of the respective entity. We extract the editing
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history of Wikidata for each property. For each revision we retrieve
the labels and aliases of the property at this revision and the timestamp of the revision. Based on this data we can display timelines
of changes in the property label1 . We analyze the property label
changes in four different metrics to get a comprehensive overview
on the stability of the schema in Wikidata.
We define Lifetime as the time a property has the same label as
the current one over the time this property existed.
The metric Shared Labels measures how many properties share
a label with any other property, making a lookup based on name a
challenging task.
Stability describes the probability, that a label of a property
picked at a randomly chosen (with uniform distribution) point in
time where such label exists will still be this property label or an
alias now. In Wikidata, an alias is an alternative label to the main
label of an entity, indicated by the property skos:altLabel. The
intuition is that moving a label to the alias, the property is still
discoverable by the same name. There might just happen slight
changes to the actual label, while the concept the property refers
to stays the same.
Furthermore, we measure Quick Changes. As editing of labels is
open for any user2 , registered or anonymously, non-usable editing
occurs. To count these edits, vandalism or good faith errors, we
computed the number of quick changes.
We define quick changes as labels that stayed less than a week.
Not included in this definition are changes at the beginning of the
property life, when often the property semantic is still discussed.
A change is only quick change if there has been a label before
which stayed more than a week without being changed earlier in
the property life.

properties
existence
lifetime
stability
changes
major changes
number QC
duration QC (in h)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We analyzed property labels in six different languages towards the
stability of the schema.
Lifetime. On average the current English label has been the English label of the property for 87% of the property lifetime. This
number is 88% for German and French and 86% for Dutch. There
are also very few major changes in property labels. This number
decreases in “medium" or “small" languages (on average 1.14 for
Arabic) compared to “big” languages (1.77 for English). This suggests that once a property label is set, it is unlikely to change. This
trend is even more verified in languages with smaller communities,
probably due to the small number of editors in the language. The
low lifetime of Arabic and Yoruba labels can be attributed to the
relatively recent addition of most of their labels compared to the established languages. When we divide measures by the property life
time they are disadvantaged. For example, on average a property
has an Arabic label only during 31% of its lifetime, suggesting more
recent additions than in languages like German or French (see the
existence measure in Table 2).
Shared Labels. In English, no property shares a label with an
other property (see http://tinyurl.com/yazxc5xq). However, there
are 66 properties which English label is an alias of an other property
(see http://tinyurl.com/yawtoudt).
Stability. In the case of English, the probability for stability is
96% and is higher than 90% for all the languages analyzed here.
That means, looking up a property by a label used for this property
at any point in time is highly likely to find the property ID in the
current state of Wikidata. This works under the assumption, that it
is highly unlikely that labels used before for property PX are now
used for property PY. This assumption is supported by the results
of the shared labels metric.

en

fr

de

nl

ar

yo

3982
1
0.89
0.96
2.38
1.77
0.367
1.79

3910
0.97
0.88
0.94
1.50
1.41
0.063
0.94

2976
0.94
0.88
0.96
1.47
1.37
0.067
1.12

3710
0.96
0.87
0.92
1.43
1.38
0.031
0.89

3287
0.31
0.29
0.97
1.17
1.14
0.020
1.48

148
0.20
0.20
0.99
1.28
1.25
0.027
0.0009

Table 2: Results of the analyzes focused each on a language.
Properties (number of properties with a label), Existence
(avg of ratio of the time span in which there is a label), Lifetime (avg presence of the last label), Stability (ratio of major
values still present ponderated by duration), Changes (avg
number of changes), Major changes (avg number of major
changes), Number QC (avg number of quick changes), and
Duration QC (avg duration of a quick change in hours). 3

Quick Changes. Vandalism on labels is quite low. The number of
quick changes (i.e. changes in labels that have been followed by an
other change in less than a week) is of 0.36 per property on average
in English. The smaller the language community, the lower this
number gets. They are relatively quickly discovered and changed
accordingly, as visible in Table 2. This leads us to the conclusion,
that vandalism is a minor factor even in a collaborative and openly
contributed knowledge base such as Wikidata, independent of the
language.
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CONCLUSION

We analyzed the schema of Wikidata towards its stability in terms of
labels in six language. Overall, the results are very promising. The
schema is stable, and therefore easily reusable. Labels of properties
are rarely changed and not shared between different properties,
making a lookup based on name an easy task. This makes Wikidata
a multilingual source for a stable schema, that can be reused over
various applications.
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